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ccntrol-grouc counterparts. -The findings suggest- that a transfer
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comprehension performance and that this effect is found in very poor
readers who are basically word-by.-word readers but who 'possess
adequate auditory comprehension skills; (Author/FL1
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The effettS of single-word decoding praetice on reading comprehension of poor readers has been studied in the classroom and laboratory by

educational thentists, researchers and practitioners with equivocal reSothe (Ottermani

'Rahman and Brady,
Koval,

1.955; Jackson and Dizney, 1963; Goodman, 1965;

1973; Duncan,

1974; D'abre; 1977; Doghes; 1977;

1977; Allington,- 1978; Fleisher, Jenkins and Party; 1979)

argue

that With.Most readers, decoding training does little to guarantee any
appreciable improvement in reading comprehension.
Others
Blanchard,

0.;anget,

1965; Bleyer,

1970; 'Shenk and Liebert;

1978;

1980) maintain-that certain forms of single-word decoding

instruction with most readers can facilitate reading comprehension;
sa

Singer,

Saihuela and Spiroff (1974) and Ehri and Wilce (1980) seem to

Support this point.

Ehri et al.(1980) suggests that cost benefit cOn-

Siderations exist, both for introducing.words in isolation and in con.

tekt.

Each offersunique advantages and disadvantages;

Singer et al:

(1974) seems to corroborate and finds ,that the best instructional
practice is to provide both,words in isolation and context training to
faCilitate comprehension:

The question arises though; what about those

disabled readers who have not yet learned to'benefit from contextual
cues and for whom decoding skills are a necessary first step to context
ual awareness?

The present study investigated the feasibility of enhancing literal

and inferential comprehension in ditabled sixth graders through singleword decoding Araining'before the readers encountered the words inVcbritext.

The study was carried out under the foljalwing circumstances:
_

(1)::

I-(2)

atypical sixth grade readers-(poor and very poor readeri),
single -word decoding training without a meaning emphas s,

r

-

4
(3)

(4)

,compIrte, identification and prOnunelation mastery of all
the words the pupils ro..Ad (both paiiSaOs and qestIons);
.

measurement of literal and inferential
multiple choice_; four distr,act-rii-

ctiMprebension through

qiii;.S-t I oils,

(5) 'four; one to one (proctor and pupil) oxperimehtal sessions.
_

The major research questions Were:

(1) Will single -word decoding

training leading to pronunciation MaStery of words about to be read
both

in a passage and the accompanying- COMPrehension questions;
facilitate
poor and very poor sixth grade 4-eaderS' ability to answer literal and
Thferential_comprehension questibMS abOn't the passage?

(2) Can a single-

word decoding _procedure that de-eS not teach word meanings but
instead

brings about

the

orrect pronuntlatiOn of words in isolation, be an

effective instructional ,tool
.

in facilitating or enhancing literal and

_

inferential reading comprehension?,

The premise underlying the last

question is that oral language can be an. instructional link- to print
i

(grown;.: 1958;, Durkin, 1966, 1970; NackwortV 1972).

Over a decade ago,

in a seminal investigation. Wiener and Cromer (1967) postulated
a then=
retical

framework for empirically testing both:tfesearth

questions:

t

Comprehension_Which refers to the addition of some form of
meaning_associated with identification_.. ;ean our and
be examined at any Point at which identification:t/ occur,
once the visual,forms are transformed -to auditory fOrms,
there is apossibilitY.Of: comprehension given the presence
or appropriate-language skills.
(p; 638)

METHOD
_
"Subjects
.

Ninety sixth grade. pupils were -randomly selected fret a population

of approximately 120 sixth grade disabled readers.

the readers' total

reading achievement grade'-placement levels on the California Achievement

Tests (CAT) were at least 1.5 years behind chronological grade placement.

The reahody Picture Vocabulary Test own was admini-stered as a covartate.

teaders were ranked by IQ scores ard then randomly drvided

into three ;',coups by alternation:

content-specific (CS).

control,'. non-content-specifie (NCS),.

The top fifteen readers in each group of thirty

were designated poor readers and the bottom fifteen, very poor readers..

The mean PPVF IQ scores and CAT grade placement data for the poor
ader groups were;,

84 and 4.1 (control), 83 and 4.2 (NCS), and 84 and

ti e

4.2 (CS).

J)8 and

For the very poor reader groups, the scores and data were:

2.6

(control),

70

an

2.9

(NCS)

and

71

and 2.6

(CS).

Decoding Traininc,

For the purposes \of .this-study, sins le -word decoding training in-

volved a proctor prdnunciation and pupil
asked to identify flash _cards

(11/2"

x 2t5";

cho procedure.

CS pupils were

primary type) representing

words from the pass.a% and .questions they were about to read.
correct

-identified a word by pronouncing it within

next. flash card was presented.

If they

WO seconds; the

If the pupil did not pronounce a word,

correctly within two seconds; the proctor pronounced the word and asked;
the pupil.

to 'echo that pronunci tion.

never without some ifterveniing

The word was presented later;
word instruction or xehearsal.

necessary, the word was presented several times.

If

It should be emphasized

that neither of the three groups received 'contextual help for a word in

the form of a definition or an example of its usage in sentence or
phrase context-.

NCS pupils were asked to identify flash card words from passages
equal to those-of the CS group in readability.(fif h grade) (Fry, 1963)
if

-and structure (third person narrative- prose, approximately 120 words in

length} but never a part of the passages and questions they read ac the
comprehension criteria.

Coot 04 pupils received no training; they uere.mere y giveit
passages (one at a time) to read and asked to answer the questions. as
best they could.

ComBrehension Criteria

All pupils in the study read four passages from the MtCA11=CtalibS
5tandard Test Lessons in Reading; Booklet_K;
ages

.

For each Of the fent pass

were ten author designed or adapted four - choice

Fiihr questions measured inferential, comprehension and

lienSien according to the following definitions:

SIX literal tOMpre-

11-te_r_al comprehension

anYluestion with the purpose of eliciting from the pupil a tWPOn.se.
which can he found explicitly stated in the written- material, Itifeteritial

--J

comprehension

any question uith the purpose of eliciting fteM the

Piipil; a response which is not explicitly stated in the written Material.
Nil? is answered twenty -four literal, and sixteen inferential questions

for the study.

Test-retest reliability coefficients for the fent sets

passages and questions averaged .65 and content validity was deter=
mined by a validationTanel of reading specialists and two pilot §tudids..
Procedure

I
CS pupils; each day for
basis;

our days; were presented on a one-to-One

deck of flash 'cards by a trained parent - volunteer proctor.

The

passages (which included the appropriate questions and flash card deck)
were randOmly assigned to the pupils daily;

Each flash card deck tepe-e=

rented all the words the pupils were about to read.

card dock for each passage and its questions;
flash cards in each deck was 81.

There was a flash

The -dcfrago nuMbet of

Each card 'in a deck w s presented fiAt

-4-

6

If the word was

-two seconds.
rit7xt

card was preented.

1(11er-1-f I ed and pronoug(,.yi

the

i orrect) v

If nor, The proctor pronounced -rhe'word and

Pupils had to correctly identify .and pronounce all

the pupil echoed it

To control for unique-

words regardless of:the number Qf presentations.

uess of presentation bn the unrecognized words; the minimum 'number of
A.

For example; if

flash card words. presented in a deck was ten.

pupil

.

was unable to identify:or pronounce five As6rds on the first presentation
of 46 flash card decl.s;

on the next presentation the five words would he

presented again but "shuffled" in with five knOwn words And randomly,
presented-

The pupils then read the passage and answered

r.21.1en-

ion questions (without the passage present).,
NCS 'pupils followed the same procedures except the flasli card words
presented each day _never appeared on any of the four ; passages and ac-

companying questions they read:

In :addition, since CS pupils could'

identify and pronounce all the words they might enabunter; NCS as well
as control pupils were-allowed to ask the proctors to'pronounce any word

they had a question abput; to.hopefuily reduce biasing the results in
e

favor of the CS pupils.

Oil,

-a-

Each of the Flash decks contained 81.-words and

the sources.of the words in each deck were other McCall=Crabbs Standard
Test Lessztag_in_ Reading; Booklet A passages and questions of fifth grade

readability; which included words not present in the passages and quesawls the NCS pupils read for the study':

.Three,

2

X

3

(ANCOVA) factorial analyses o1

covariate) were used

covariance (PPVT-

The dependent measure in one ANCOVA was the.

numb9r of literal comprehension questi nsi answered correctly; another
us44 the. number .of inferential comprehension questions answered correctly

and a third used the total number
correctly.

comprehension questions answered

Independent_ variables, for the designs were .group membership

(centrtil, NCS, CS) and,level of reading achievemNt
very Oder).

on the CAT Opoor iand

-t
Computations were5accomplished using The Statistical Fatkage

fOr the SOcial Sciences (Niei 1975) system of computer4lrograms.

The

Spetifie programs were analysis of variance and covariance,: sub program
ANOVA, and default option.

RESULTS

Literal Comprehension

According to the'data; reading achievement level and group member-

__

ship did not have a statistically significant affect on the nuMber of
literal comprehensiOn questions answered correctly, nor was the interaction statistically significant (see Tables 1,2; Figure

InferentialComprdhenaLon
The data for inferential comprehension performance was somewhat
ditferent than that of literal comprehension performance.

The main

effects of reading achievement level and group membership, each had
le

a

;

Statistically significant affect on infelential comprehension perform,

ance.

A moderate to small effect of size (Cohen, 1969) was found for

both independent variables (See Tables 1,2; Figure 1).

was not statistically significant.

The "intertie.tion

Approximately eight percent of the

variability in' inferential comprehension performance can be explained as
attributed to each of the itidependdnt variables.

.In addition; DunCan'S

New Multiple Range Test (Fdwards, 1972) was used to determine the means
bt-tween_which significant differences existed on the group membership

-6-

variabfe.

ft

was found tat the CS trOo 640iiicantly (0<.05) out-

performed bioth "its eounterparts
y -From the -control

They (R7 =

15.72) differt=.0 Significant-

(7 - 13.95) ;;`1/d NCS (- = 12:25) tO4dilrS.

The 'test

results also revealed that the NOi group differed Signif.icant3y from the
control readers.

Total Comprehension
only the main effect ofiirondiog :achievement level had a statistic-

ally significant affect on total

reading e0MprehenSirin performance.

moderate to small effect of size was foun-(t (See Table 1i2; Figure 1).

/1
As was the case with inferential compkh.tiSiiiii performance

approximate-

.

ly eight

percent of

the variability in total reading comprehension

performance can be explained as due to aChieVeMent level of the readers;
The group membership X reading achievement

level interaction was statisti-

cally s4gnificant. As can be seen: to Table 3; reading achievement level

-and group membership interacted- in an Ordinal manner, to affect total
.r.eading comprehension performance.

Approximately eight percent of the

variance in total comprehension achievement can be accounted for by
rowing simultaneously.
ihershiti

5

reader's reading achievement level amid group

The Duncan's Tes

(0 .05) was. used to determine whether

v

the, total comprehension perfo mance mean differencent14! the two
w.:ls of reading aChievoment difered

:groups in the study.

from each other for the three

It was found that the CS and NCS groups did not

differ significantly from the other groups hut' that the cont4zol_ groups

differed significantly from the other

roues.

It is also important to

4
note in Table 3 that the very poor readr;rs in the CS (5i

= 20;60) and NCS

(7 = 17:95) groups out-performed their control (R = 16.10) coun

hat; such was not the case with the poor readers

rparts;

Control group poor

I

1

eeaderN (R = 24.2i) answered more comprehew:ion quetPo!ls. correctly thou

did both the CS (7 =

2.67) and NGS (R" =,19:87)' groups of poor readers.

DISCUSSION
A

The pres-ent study sought to determine if literal and inferential

comprhehenon performance

in sixth grade disabled readers could be

enhanced by.a procedure which ensured single-wor6 decoding mastery

all the words to he read.

As can be seen in Table 2 and Figure 1.

it

appev7s that. literal comprehension amongst: poor readers cannot be enhanced to any great degree but just the reverse is 4.1-t,W with very poor
readers.

Ar

As a matter of fact.. there was an increase, in literal compre-

hension performance of approximately twelve percent in very poor readers.
This. represents approximately three more comprehension questions answered
correctly by the CS group as opposed to 'the control group.

Unfortunately;_

the inability of the procedure to change literal comprehension performance
when it came-\.to poor readers probably. outweighed the gains made by the

very poor readers"when total reading comprehension data was analyzed.
What

is nnexpected,about_literal comprehension data--is why the loss of
.

-

the main effect for 'reading achievement?

Did the CS very poor readers

benefit from the procedure to point that their literal comprehension
performance basically equalled that of the poor readers--despite the
inherent differences in reading achievement levels?
ing to Table

seems to he yes.

The answer; accord-

Interestingly onough; the NCS very poor

readers (R- = 12.07) seem to have profited from decoding training which

was nut, even content specific when compared

o the control zroup (x =

10.50);
1-,.:rning

to a discussionof inferenti.41 comprehension.; performance,

(

ti

A

-the Willie pattern established
reatiiirt; did not

1,1 .1

l

i

t e.

coinprehension, exifAs.

1

pnor

benefit;. very poor le41.7.rs did (51ve T.ahle 2 and Figure_

The main effect

1).

W

for -reading achievement

absence on literal comprehension performance..

out-performed very poor readers (x = 6.01).

lc.vel

returned from

Poor roaders(Z .--

its,
7.97)

flhile this might signal

ltat higher order comprehension _processes are not quite so amenable to
change through a decoding procedut4t

This is:probably only true for poor

readers since CS very poor readers did answer 'Correctly approximately
twelve

Orcent;Mhre: inferential comprehension questions than the control

trdup.

This represents approximately two more comprehension questions

apiswered correctly.

Thus; instroetionaLly it

can be anticipated that

very poor readers wi]1 probably Increase their inferential comprehension
more through the study's procedures than poor readers.
The findings concerning total reading comprehension perfoYmance; as
-an amalgamation of literal and inferential comprehension; indicates that;

the main effect for reading achievement level is statistically significant.

Despite the earlier concern over a lack of literal comprehension

main effect;

the

inferential comprehension vain affect was powerful

enough to cause a significant overall comprehension main effect;
is

to be expected since Ilhe variable itself (reading achievement level)

served as a grouping criterion for the readers in the study;
no

This

main

effect for group membership; but

There was

fhe group membership X reading
.

.,

achievement level interaction was statistically significant;

.According

,td. tie interaction (see Tables 2;) and Figure I)_; control poonreaders

out-performed NCS and CS readers.

.4 thus seems that for total compre7

tension performance in poor readers the procedure not only did not

enhance

or

facilitate

comprehension

performance it flight

.

even hinder, it:
:-,

other hand; for those readers who have reading, achievement grade

On th

plxcemont love's at

least a year and one-halLbelow the reading diffi-

culty of the materials to be read (i.p:i very poor readers in the study)

the procedure seems to help literal and inferential comprehension performance.

This seems the case fOr several reasons:

(1) lack of a main..

effect. for reading achievement levels on literal-cOmprehension perform-,
anej.%;

(2) mean differences between control and CS very poor readers on

literal comprehension performance;

group membership on

(3)

a significant main'effect for

inferential comprehension;

(4) mean differencd's

between control, and CS very poor readers on inferential comprehension;

and (5) 0 significant interaction on total reading comprehension showing
the CS very poor readers significantly out-performing control very poor
readers.
.

.

.

.

.

In conclusion;

i t

sechs possible to .'experimentally enhance improved

literal and.inferential comprehension iff'very -poor readers using only
their 'oral

and listening language backgrounds as "starting .points."

Since the study's single-word decoding training atroided a meaning empha,

sis it would seem that when Very poor readers can correOly,identify and
_

pronounce a word familiar to their oral and listening language backgroundS
theyhave ,it least one correct meaning in mind for that word;

In addition;

it would appear that very pooireaders have.more potential fir ill;proVed

.literal 0ud inferential. comprehension than might he expected;
probability their reading' comprehension'. potential

estiated;

ln:all,

tionsly under,:

This would seem the case since a relatively,simple decoding

pr.c.cedure.1mproved their reading'. comprehension.

It should be renembered

,thOugh, -that this simple procedure-had two unique characteristics which
night have contributed to its success:

,

(1)

complete decoding-mastery. of

all worde to bs- read

in both,

p4ages and qust5tio4r: and (2) four

individual experimental sessions for each trader.
1

Notwithstanding tie optimism surrounding the procedure with very
poor readers;

it seems to pay no instructional dividends when it comes

to enhancing comprehension

in poor Ikvaders;

Consequently; it seems'

possible to conclude that single-word decoding training does not enhance
comprehension

in

all categories of disabled readers..,

The 1-Wstbrial

dichotomy between those w14o support and those 'who dc,_ndt support-

positive effects of single-word decodingaining might take a step
towards resolution if methodological considerationS are given to the
differences between' the reading achievement levels of the students and

the reading difficulty of the materials to he read, complete decoding

)mastery of hothAassages and questions and more than one experimental
session.

4
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Table 1

SUMMARY TABLE CONTAINING THE RESULTS OF THREE
SEPARATE 2 X 3 ANALYSES OF COVARIANCE

t
.

I '':

LITERII_COMPREHENSIZ
SOURCE

group

df

MS

f ,7,sr

F

37

_p

eta

N.B. .-.

1f

0

MS

_1,,,. bit 1 NSION
F

p

1 a;T9-.01. A

TOTAL'COMPRERSI-ON

,

eta

1

45,23

3,37

N, s,

1

41.40

7.62

,007

1

1 173,18

6,30

.014

.26

93,3

3,40

.038

,.28

27,47

rr

55,

,29

..

2,01

$4

RdtcLe

eta

dr

GtpiRdt
Lev

Within

2

63

36,51. 2,72

13,43

..

2

jai

oda

83

16,49

3,04 N.S.
wr

5,43

2,

rr

83

,

0.

J

a

17.

.

Table 2

ADJUSTED MEANS FOR THREE_SEPARATE 2 X 3 ANALYSES OF
COVARIANCE

LITERAL COMPREHENSION*
RDG LEV

CONTROL

NCS

CS

Poor Readers

15,50

13.40

13.95

Very Poor Readers

10,80

12.,07

13.59

poas

e correc

INFERENTIAL COMPREHENSION*

RDG LEV
Poor Readers

:Wry Poor Readers

CONTROL_

NCS

CS

8.74

6.45

8.72

5.21

5.80

7.00

*16 pot:01616 correct

TOTAL COMPREHENSION*
RDG LEV

CONTROL-

NCS

Poor Readers

:24.25

19.87

22.67

16.10

17.95.

20.60

Very Poor Readers_

*40 possible correct-

CS

Table 3.

GRAPH. OF A FIRST=ORDER INTERACTION==TOTAL READING
COMPREHENSION SCORES

Poor Readers
Very' Poor Readers
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